1 = New
2 = Renewal (Competing Continuation)
3 = Revision (Supplement)
5 = Continuations (Non-Competing Renewal)
7 = Change of Grantee Institution
8 = Change of Institution, Non-competing
9 = Change of Institute, Competing

F = Fellowship (F30, F31, F32, F33 ...)
K = Career Development Awards (K01, K08, K23, K24 ...)
P = Program Project or Center (P20, P30, P50 ...)
R = Research Project (R01, R03, R21 ...)
T = Training Program (T32, T35, ...)
U = Cooperative Agreement (U01, U54, ...)

AA = National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA)
AG = National Institute on Aging (NIA)
AI = National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID)
AR = National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases (NIAMS)
AT = National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine (NCCAM)
CA = National Cancer Institute (NCI)
DA = National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)
DC = National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD)
DE = National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research (NIDCR)
DK = National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK)
EB = National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB)
ES = National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS)
EY = National Eye Institute (NEI)
GM = National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS)
HD = National Institute of Child Health & Human Development (NICHD)
HG = National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI)
HL = National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI)
LM = National Library of Medicine (NLM)
MD = National Center on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NCMHD)
MH = National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH)
NR = National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR)
NS = National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS)
RR = National Center for Research Resources (NCRR)
TW = Fogarty International Center (FIC)

Serial number automatically generated upon application submission, unique for each application / award by IC
Year of the award, continues for the duration of entire project
Amendment number automatically generated, if proposal is resubmitted
Supplement number automatically generated, if supplemental funds awarded
(Will always have “3” as the type)